
Trade enquiries...
Classeq 
Roebuck Way, Knowlhill
Milton Keynes
MK5 8WH 
Telephone: 01908 359000 
Fax: 01908 359060
Service: 01908 359059
Email: sales@classeq.co.uk

www.eaudevie.com

®

Part of the Winterhalter 
group of companies

Eau de Vie is a premium water filtration system designed and developed 
by a leading hospitality professional based on fifteen years of experience 
as a user of filtered water products. With a growing perception that expensive
bottled water and water coolers were intrinsically wasteful solutions, filtration
rapidly became the future of supplying good quality drinking water in a variety 
of locations...conference venues, offices, hotels, restaurants and bars. 
Eau de Vie developed its system to be simple, reliable and hygienic in 

operation as well as cost effective to run. Custom-made accessories facilitate
dependable operation and customers enjoy the quality of support and 
maintenance that existing Winterhalter customers take for granted. 

What is EaudeVie?

Some of Eau de Vie’s 
established clients...
The River Cafe
Hilton London Metropole
Hambleton Hall Hotel
Fino Restaurant
Harts Hotel
Jom Makan Malaysian Restaurants
Cantinetta  
Church House
Royal Yacht Squadron 
University of Leeds
Centre for Nutrition Education
The Cowdray
White’s Club 
The Chequers
The Woolpack
Miss Delaney’s Nursery School 
Boundary Restaurant
Kitchen Italia 
Villandry Cafe Restaurant
Quo Vadis Restaurant
Michaelis Boyd Associates
Park Plaza Hotel 
Park Plaza Westminster Bridge
Tom Dixon Design
Barrafina Restaurant
The Dock Kitchen
The Box
Aqua Italia
The Grazing Goat
Bread
BAA Terminal 5
Bodyism
Food Doctor

How the Eau de Vie system works...
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fresh filtered still & sparkling water systems



Eau de Vie systems supply ‘real time’ fresh
filtered water from water delivered by the
local mains supply. 
At the heart of every system are the

unique Eau de VieSilverSix Filters, part of
a wider filtration system that removes
those impurities which often adversely 
affect water composition and flavour. 
The filtered water is then chilled to the 

required temperature, optionally
carbonated and delivered through a
dispense tap (or taps) to provide a
constant supply of premium-quality fresh
filtered water, chilled or sparkling. 
Eau de Vie systems were initially 

developed for the hospitality 
sector where high expectations 
for premium quality drinking water 
were matched by demanding 
logistical systems needs.     
For maximum flexibility of installation

there are both free-standing, table top
and remote cassette units, the 
latter being intended for integration into
existing shelving or bespoke 
architect-designed environments.
The only on-site requirements for

installation are one 13 amp 3-pin 
power socket within one metre of the 
location, and a cold mains water supply
(minimum  3.5 bar pressure) within three
metres of the location. 

Free-standingunits...

Large 
Free-standing
Unit

Medium 
Free-standing
Unit

Continuous bottle
production

Water production
litres per hour

Model

70 72

100 108

Large 
Remote Unit

Medium 
Remote Unit

70 72

100 108  

EaudeVie accessories...

Remote cassette units...

Five Star Maintenance Contract                                                      
(includes call out, parts, labour
and two filter changes) 

All water production figures are based on incoming water temperatures of 15ºC or less.

Product code

EDV-MF

EDV-LF

EDV-MR

EDV-LR

The EaudeVie range.

Remote cassette
units

The slot-in cassette
version, available in two
sizes, is operationally

identical to its free-
standing unit
equivalent. 

It can however be
installed on existing
shelving and sited
remotely from the

dispense tap or taps,
affording more flexibility

in confined spaces.

Table Top Units
This compact dispense
unit is an ideal solution
where space is at a
premium.  Connected
directly to the mains
water supply, water is
filtered and chilled but
can still be served in still
or sparkling variants.

Table Top Unit 25 33EDV-TT

517

515

Table Top Unit...

EDV-MAINT

Item Product code

Bottle Wash Rack EDV-RACK

Six-Bottle Carrier EDV-CARRIER

Rack Dolly EDV-DOLLY

500ml Branded Bottle EDV-500
(box of 12)

750ml Branded Bottle EDV-750
(box of 12)  

Branded Peel off Seal ‘Still’ EDV-SEAL-STILL
(tub of 1000)     

Branded Peel off Seal ‘Sparkling’ EDV-SEAL-SPARK
(tub of 1000)  

‘Still’ Silver Bottle Top EDV-CAP-S
(box of 12)

‘Sparkling’ Gold Bottle Top EDV-CAP-G
(box of 12) 

Branded Paper Cups EDV-CUP
(case of 560)

Branded Paper Cup Dispenser EDV-DISP

Branded Aluminium Water Flask EDV-FSK

Set of three filters EDV-FILTER

Sanitising Spray 750ml bottle EDV-SAN
(box of 6)

Clear bottle collar ‘Still’ EDV-COL.S
(box of 100)

Clear bottle collar ‘Sparkling’ EDV-COL.SP
(box of 100) 

Bottle washing

Classeq Duo 3
DUO308/WS

Warewasher with specialist 
bottle washing rack

Winterhalter UC-M
UC M E

Warewasher with Specialist 
bottle washing rack

405

Continuous 750ml bottle
production

Water production
litres per hour

Model Product code

Continuous bottle
production

Water production
litres per hour

Model Product code

Free-standing units
These self contained,
wheeled units come in
two different sizes and
single dispense taps or
dual-headed taps.
Filters and cooling
chambers are hidden
inside but remain easily
accessible from the
door on the front.

530
700

640

640

530 700

935

750 1485

930

1000

935

750 1485

930

1000


